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that the two quantities are to be combined
and considered as one quantity. So each
technical sign and expression as it is intro-
duced should be understood through transla-
tion and interpretation.
Suggestions, (a) Train children to see
instantly how many objects there are in a
group of objects on the desk or table; in a
group of marks on the blackboard, or on
cards held up for the purpose0
 (b)	Let the children, for busy work, make
great numbers of inch squares, 2X4 rec-
tangles, etc.   They are useful as counters, as
material  to  use  in  objectifying the four
operations, etc.   Skill, exactness in measur-
ing, and neatness are all gained in this train-
ing work.   Scraps of colored paper from the
printer or stationer add to the interest in
this work.
 (c)	Make the denominate number work
objective.    Make  many  opportunities  for
 the children, from cardboard or paper,
and dotted with brush and ink, make good
material for many number games.
 1.	Let the pupils "match" ends.
 2.	Select all alike.
 3.	Place in rows, a given number in each
row.
 4.	Find one with J, or J, or J as many
dots as another.
Problems for Solution. 1. How long do
you think your desk is? Use your ruler to
measure.
 2.	How wide do you think the window pane
is?   Measure.
 3.	Show me a block this size; one twice as
large.   Find one only one-half as large.
 4.	Measure,   fold,   and   tear   this   piece   of
wrapping paper into three-inch squares for
paste dishes.
 5.	Cut   these  half-inch  strips   into   3-inch
lengths for paste sticks.
 6.	Mother gave you a dime.   You spent 5
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actually measuring the inches in a foot on
the board, or in construction; counting out
the five cents that make a nickel. Remember
that much repetition is needed in this basic
work.
(d)	Such terms as square inch, rectangle,
triangle,   circle,  cubic  inch,  in connection
with the form as it is used in class, should be
used freely by the teacher, as the definite
idea of form is growing in the child's mind.
Let children do much measuring.
 (e)	Provide a great number and variety
of  usable   objects:   foot  and yard  rules,
scales, balances, one-inch cubes, pint and
quart measures,  scissors, paste and card-
board.   The last three named make possible
much seat work in making things explained
in class, as boxes, envelopes, etc.
 (f)	Have   many   pennies,    dimes   and
nickels, and a few quarters, half dollars and
dollars; (real money is very desirable, as it
is more interesting to the child than "toy
money")*
(g)	Dominoes cut in large quantities by
 cents for candy.   What change did you get
back?
7.	The milkman left 1  quart of milk at
your  house   this   morning.     The  baby   will
drink a pint.   How much is left?
 8.	Six inches melted from an icicle that was
1 foot long.   Show with your ruler how many
inches were left.
 9.	What can you buy for a penny?

 10.	"Would you rather have a nickel or a
dime to spend?
 11.	What can you buy for a nickel?   For
a dime?
 12.	How many cents  can  you  get in ex-
change for a nickel?   Would you give a dime
for two nickels?
 13.	How  many  nickels  and pennies  must
your father pay on the street car for you and
your mother and himself?    If he gives the
conductor a dime and a nickel, what change
will he  receive?    If your father gives you
that  change,  tell me what you could  buy
with it.
 14.	If each one at home has an egg for
breakfast  on  Monday  and  on  Friday,  how
many eggs will they eat both days for break-
fast?
 15.	Mary paid 16 cents for some ribbon, and
for a collar she paid 7 cents less.   How much
did the collar cost?   How much did both, cost?

